
Hey friend!

 

Hope you've had an awesome weekend and are pushing through until this

weekend. The weather might be turning the page here in NY. Sunday we're

supposed to have a high of 82*... today we're supposed to have a high of 63*. As

long as it's not raining, I'll take it!
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Before I get into this week's happenings, I want to share more information about a

contest we are having. It's no secret that the Military is near and dear to my heart.

I have so.many.ideas. that I hope I get to execute in the near distant future! This

contest is limited to the Capital District of NY and it's surrounding areas (I'm not

able to mail bouquets or bulk flowers at the moment, I'm sorry!!) Between now

and Memorial Day, like our posts on either Facebook or Instagram and

comment/tag someone who has served or is serving in the Army, Navy, Marines,

or Coastguard. We'll be taking all those names and picking a winner on Memorial

Day. If you know someone who would love fresh flowers each week from June to

October, let them know they're appreciated and enter them into the contest. Click

on the picture above to reach our Instagram post.

I wasn't sure if I wanted to do this as a blog post or a newsletter. It may sound

weird but I feel like newsletters are more intimate and allow me to expose the
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private moments. I give a lot of credit to anyone that captures and shares all the

details of their lives. I am certainly not one of them! I may do a more general blog

post, who knows!

As we all know, Sunday was Mother's Day. It's the one day a year I take full

advantage of being hands off. Mostly because it's fun! "Its mothers day so I can do

what I want!" is my favorite line... and then I usually end up doing what my kids

or husband has asked me to do. It's all in good fun!

 

This year it was so cold and so rainy. Last year I was planting flowers and this

year I just hoped my starter plants didn't freeze. To perk up our moods, I decided

we were going to The Garden Bug in Ft. Hunter. We drove by one day and I

haven't stopped thinking about it! I failed at getting a picture of the boutique store

but I did get a picture of the cafe! Their wood stove was so cozy! The greenhouse

was beautiful! They had 4 hummingbirds hanging out inside! I'm so jealous! They

are having an event with local animal shelters on June 1st, you should go if you

can!
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Yesterday was my birthday and I honestly had no intentions on venturing too far

from the house. All I wanted was a quiet day WITHOUT touching my laptop.

That turned into discovering my gardening/rain boots had cracked. What's a girl

to do without waterproof boots? She buys more, of course! I told my husband that I

wanted to make it worth it but had no idea of what I actually wanted to do. He

surprised me with a gorgeous drive to Schoharie along route 30. It goes south and

crosses over the Mohawk River, Schoharie Creek, I-90, and I-88. It's always been a

favorite area of mine! The farms against the mountains are so dreamy!
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I can not express how amazing this greenhouse was! Schoharie Valley Farms was

so much fun! They had a ton of perennials outside and even more in the

greenhouse! They had varieties of polka dot plant, coleus, daisies, and dahlias I

hadn't seen at any other nursery or greenhouse in the area. We brought home

three different varieties of sweet potato vine. I can't wait to have it everywhere.
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Attached to the main greenhouse they had a super cute farmer's market set-up.

Everything was either produced by them or another local farm. Chips, bread,

vegetables, meats, ice cream... they seriously have everything you could want! We

came home with some absolutely delicious cupcakes!
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Before I send you off to enjoy your surroundings, I have one last request! Chris and

I can't seem to agree on the potential genders of our ducks. Here's a picture of what

I think is a drake on the left and a duck on the right:
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What do you think? I'm dying to find out!!

Enjoy your weekend and remember to #LoveTheLifeYouLive,

Christina

If you want to receive updates when posts go live, let me know!
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Primrose Creations

780 Noonan Rd

Fort Johnson, NY 12070

Primrosecreations.com

Up-Coming Events

June 14, 2019

Lady Entrepreneurs of Amsterdam Monthly Meeting 518 Grill Amsterdam, NY

Speaking about the decline in bees and how flower are crucial to recovery
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